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 It was shown as part of the 29th BFI London Film Festival in 1984. Noer wanted to make a film about the history of the
G30S/PKI, Indonesia's then-most powerful terrorist organisation. Although the G30S/PKI was founded in 1972, the film's

production began in 1979 to coincide with the organisation's ten-year anniversary and capture the era's heightened political and
social tensions. It was made with a budget of US$1.5 million. The PKN was initially a small communist-backed organisation
but, in the 1970s, it grew in power and influence. The film is dedicated to "all  that are fighting for human rights and against

terrorism". The title refers to the g0th30 group (), a neologism for what was then known as the Democratic Republic of
Indonesia (). Noer rejected several adaptations of the film. He spent two years researching and producing the film. The film

went into production in June 1980, and Noer spent six months in Indonesia, where the film's cast were filmed. Noer spent four
months in the United Kingdom to direct the film. A costume designer was employed to create the costumes. Synopsis The film
is a documentary of the G30S/PKI's formation to the organisation's expansion and dissolution in the late 1980s. The film begins
with a meeting of Indonesian communist leader,  Sukarno, with leaders of  the  Communist Party of Indonesia,  which was made
up of PKN members, on  25 March  1972. After the PKN is established, the G30S/PKI is formed. This marks the beginning of

the G30S/PKI's  history. Over a series of years, the G30S/PKI organisation grow in power, and becomes Indonesia's most
powerful terrorist organisation. The PKN is a communist-backed organisation, but when the organisation gains power, and

creates  animosity between itself and  Sukarno, the PKN struggles to gain his support. By the 1980s, the organisation's power
grows, and the G30S/PKI takes control of the government, including the police, and the military. The G30S/PKI then attempts
to gain control of the government through  assassinations, and through widespread terrorism, and the organisation gains control

of all parts of Indonesian society.  President Suharto (known as the  "G30S/PKI President" 82157476af
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